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0. Introduction. Let G denote an analytic group and let Y a G denote a discrete

subgroup. A left invariant Haar measure on G then induces a measure on G/T,

which is determined up to a positive constant. We let v denote one such induced

measure on G/Y.

Definition 0.1. Y is called a lattice, in case v(G¡Y) <oo.

Unless specified otherwise, Y will denote a lattice in the analytic group G. Let IF

be a simply connected C°° manifold; let 81 denote the set of all one-one homo-

morphisms

r:Y-*G,

such that r(r) is a lattice in G. We say a map y- W-t- 8? is smooth if for all y e Y,

the map w -> x(w)(y), (where w e W), is a C°° map of W into G.

Definition 0.2. A deformation of Y is the data (W, w0, x), where IF is a simply

connected C°° manifold, w0 is a point in W, and x'- IF—*- R is a smooth map such

that x(wo) is the inclusion map i, of Y into G.

Definition 0.3. The deformation (IF, w0, x) is called trivial, in case we can find

a C" map c: IF-> G, such that for all w e W and for all y e Y, we have

(0.4) x(w)(y) = c(w)yc(w)-1

We say Y is rigid if all its deformations are trivial. We say that G is admissible,

in case it is semisimple and has no compact or three dimensional factors. We make

the convention that the Lie algebra of a Lie group is the tangent space of that group

at the identity. An analytic subgroup and its corresponding Lie subalgebra will be

denoted by the same capital Latin and capital German letter, respectively. Thus if

G is an analytic group and A<=G an analytic subgroup, @ will denote the Lie

algebra of G, and 31 c@ will denote the subalgebra corresponding to A. Whenever

G is admissible, we fix a Cartan decomposition © = £ + '$, and we let M=K\G.

In this paper we will be interested in the following:

Coniecture (A. Selberg). Let G be admissible and let Y <=■ G be a lattice; then all

deformations of Y are trivial.

To attack this conjecture, we adopt the point of view in [13]. Thus let w1,.. .,ojn

(where n = dimension G) be a basis of right-invariant one-forms on G. By the right-

invariance of the tuA (A= 1,..., ri) we have everywhere independent, induced forms
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on G/r, which we again denote by oA Thus we have a parallelism structure on

G/r. Roughly speaking, we may think of a deformation (W, vv0, x) of F as inducing

a deformation of this parallelism structure. We show that if G is admissible, if F

contains no nontrivial elements of finite order^), and if this induced deformation

satisfies a certain boundary condition, then (W, w0, x) ¡s trivial (see §1, Main

Theorem).

Our results may be regarded as an extension of those of A. Andreotti and E.

Vesentini (see [2]) and our methods draw on theirs. In [2], one assumes that M is

Hermitian, and considers the deformation of the complex structure on M = MjF

induced by a deformation (W, w0, x) of F (assume again that F contains no non-

trivial elements of finite order). Roughly, their final result is that if this induced

deformation satisfies a certain boundary condition (which they call rigidity at oo),

and if T satisfies certain conditions, then (IV, w0, x) is trivial. At present it is not

clear how our boundary condition relates to that in [2], though it is not as stringent

as rigidity at oo in the Riemannian sense, as defined in [5]. In two respects, our

results are stronger than those in [2]. First, we need not assume M is Hermitian

and second, we need make no restrictions on the lattice F, other than assuming

T contains no nontrivial elements of finite order. Moreover, in [2], the passage

from cohomological results to deformation theoretic results is extremely compli-

cated, involving delicate arguments from partial differential equations and

several complex variables. However, in our framework this passage becomes

relatively simple, and the fundamental idea is contained in Lemmas 5.6 and 5.23.

below.

The text is organized into five sections. In §1 we show that when considering

rigidity, it suffices to assume Wis an open interval; we then state our Main Theorem.

In §§2 and 3, we reformulate in terms of locally constant vector bundles, some

results in [1], concerning holomorphic vector bundles; this reformulation is direct,

but is included for the sake of completeness. In §4 we reformulate some results in

[2] and in [9], to obtain some global estimates (in the noncompact case) which,

together with the results in §§2 and 3, yield vanishing theorems for certain coho-

mology groups. Finally, we prove the Main Theorem in §5.

The author wishes to acknowledge stimulating discussions with S. Murakami and

P. A. Griffiths. The author first proved Lemma 5.21 for the case when G is simple

and of even dimension. The argument for the case when G is simple of odd di-

mension was shown to us by J. A. Wolf. Recently, G. D. Mostow found a some-

what simpler proof for Lemma 5.21, than the one presented here.

1. Statement of the Main Theorem. From now on we assume G is admissible.

Otherwise, we continue to use the notation already introduced in §0. If Mx and

M2 are C°° manifolds, and if/: Mx -> M2 is a C°° map, then /* will denote the

Í1) It seems likely that one can reformulate the results in §§3 and 4 for K-manifolds, and

thereby do away with the assumption that T contains no elements of finite order; e.g. see [3].
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tangent linear map to/. Now let F be a vector space and let S be a subset of End V.

We then let <S(S) denote the enveloping algebra of S.

Definition 1.1. A subset H^G is called ample, in case <f(Ad H) = <S(Ad G).

Let £: G -*■ G/Z be the natural projection, where Z is the center of G.

Lemma 1.2. Assume that gt is a sequence in G, that H^ G is ample, and that for all

h e H, the sequence gfigZ1 approaches h; then the sequence £(g¡) approaches the

identity in G/Z.

Proof. From our assumption we have that for h e H, the sequence

Ad g¡ Ad h Ad gf1 approaches Ad h. Hence, since H is ample, Ad gt Ad g Ad gr1

approaches Ad g for all g eG. Identifying the Lie algebra of Ad G with ®, we have

that Adgj(A') approaches X for all Xe @. Hence Adg¡ approaches the identity

transformation on ©, and the lemma follows.    Q.E.D.

Corollary. Let H be an ample subset of G ; then the centralizer of H in G is Z.

Let 0: G -> 3ft be the map defined by

(1.3) 6(g)(y) = gyg~\   geG,   yeY.

From [4], Y is ample. Hence, by the Corollary to Lemma 1.2, 0 induces a one-one

map, 0' : G/Z -*■ 81. If rx is any ample subgroup of G, let 8ftx denote the space of all

homomorphisms of Tj into G, and define Ox : G -> 8ftx just as we defined 0. Since

Tx is ample, we again have an induced one-one map, 0\ : G\Z -> 8ftx. If Yx is finitely

generated, with generators yx, ...,y„ we may identify Sftx with a subset of

Gs = Gx ■ ■ ■ xG (s times). Namely, we identify a e8#x with the i-tuple (<Ky())t-

When convenient, we regard 0[ as a map from G/Z to Gs, and we observe that as

such, O'x isaC" map.

Lemma 1.4. Let Fj be a finitely generated, ample subgroup; then 0[ is everywhere

of maximal rank, and is a topological imbedding of GjZ into Gs.

Proof. In order to show #i is of maximal rank, it suffices to show Ox is of maximal

rank. Let g ■ X be the left translate of X e & by g e G, and assume (Ox)*(g ■ X) = 0.

It then follows that Ad y(X) = X, for all y e Yx. Since Tj is ample, we must there-

fore have ^=0, and thus O'x is everywhere of maximal rank. The fact that 0[ is a

topological imbedding follows from Lemma 1.2.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 1.5. If (W, w0, x) is a deformation of Y, and if x(fF)c 0'(G\Z)= 0(G),

then ( W, w0, x) is trivial.

Proof. It suffices to find a C00 map c: W-> G, such that 0 o c = x- We use the

following observation of H. C. Wang in [12]: Y contains a finitely generated,

ample subgroup Fa. In fact, just choose yx,.. .,yseY so that the Ad yt(i=l,.. .,s)
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generate <f(Ad F), and then let Fx be the subgroup generated by the yt. Clearly Fx

is ample. "Wlrthen have a commutative diagram

G/Z

31->31x
X

where À is a restriction map.

By our definition of smoothness for y, it follows that À o y is a C°° map of W

into Gs. By assumption, x(rV)<=Image 8', so X" X(W)<=^Image 8'x. Thus

P = (8'x)~1 o A o y is a C°° map from W to G/Z, where we are here utilizing Lemma

1.4. Since W is simply connected, we can find a C°° map c: W^G, such that

£°c = p. Moreover, 8 ° c = (8' o £) o c = 0' o (£ o c) = 0' o p = B' o ((öi)"1 o A o Y). On

the image of y, which is contained in the image of 8', we have (0i)_1 ° A = (0')_1.

Therefore, 8 o c = y.    Q.E.D.

For w e IF, let y^,: T ^ G be the monomorphism

Xi»(y) = x(w)(y),   yeF.

We define an action of F on G x W by

(1.6) (g, w)y = (gxw(y), w),   geG,   w e IV,  yeF.

Let SB = (G x UO/r denote the quotient space of G x W by this action of F, and

let 77: G x W7^ SS denote the natural projection. We make the regularity assumption

(1.7) 71 is a covering map, and 33 is Hausdorff.

Thus S3 inherits the structure of a C°° manifold. We remark that (1.7) has been

proved in the case when G\F is compact (see [13] and [14]). Let pr2: Gx W-> W

denote the coordinate projection onto the second factor. Obviously pr2 commutes

with the action of F defined in (1.6), and hence induces a map to-: S3 -> W, such that

the diagram

tt\ /pr2

GXrV

is commutative.

Remark. In order to show that every lattice in G is rigid, it suffices to show that

for any open interval I, and for any lattice r«=G, a deformation (7, 0, x) of F is

locally trivial, in the sense that for some open interval 7' with 0 e 7'<=7, the defor-

mation (/', 0, x) is trivial. This remark follows from Lemma 1.5. Hence, from now
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on we will take W to be an open interval containing zero, and we will shrink I (about

0) whenever convenient.

Let t denote the parameter on 7, and 8/dt the corresponding canonical vector

field on 7. The «/ induce forms on G x 7, and since these induced forms are invariant

under the action (1.6) of F, the «/ also induce forms on S3. In each case these

induced forms will again be denoted by cox. From now on we make the convention

that Greek indices A, p, v run from 1 to n. We then choose a basis of right-invariant

vector fields XA on G, such that with respect to the dual pairing with forms, we

have <A\, cu"> = 8j(. As with the tu\ the XK induce vector fields on G x 7 and on S3,

which we again denote by XK.

Using a partition of unity, we may define a C™ vector field Y on S3, such that

(1.8) vr*(Y) = Blot.

Letting [ , ] denote the Poisson bracket, we have vt^([Xk, Y]) = {mJeXÁ, «9/<3r]=0,

since Xx is vertical. Hence we may define Cm functions/f, on S3, by

(1.9) [XK, 7] -f£X„

where we use the Einstein summation convention for repeated indices. Let/A" denote

the restriction of/Au to T¡T-1(í)and let r¡ = xt(r). Then we may identify to- _1(i) with

G/r(. We fix a Haar measure on G, and let vt denote the induced measure on G/r¡.

Main Theorem. Let F be a lattice in the admissible analytic group G; assume F

contains no nontrivial elements of finite order and let (I, 0, x) be a deformation of F.

Assume there exists a C°° vector field Y on S3, such that (1.8) holds and such that

for all A, p

(1.10) \     \ft"\2 dvt < v;

then (I, 0, x) is trivial.

Corollary. If (I, 0, y) is rigid at oo (see [5, Definition 5]), then it is trivial.

Using Lemma 1.5 and the subsequent remark, we see that the above Corollary

strengthens the theorem in [5, p. 408] in that we need no longer assume F is

finitely generated. To get some feeling for the boundary condition (1.10), consider

the case when Y generates a one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms

9t:GIV->GITt.

If the 8t are induced by right translations, the/f are 0, and conversely (see [14]).

In general, the/AH may be regarded as a measure of how far the 8t differ from being

induced by right translations.

2. General cohomological results. Let M be a connected, C°, orientable,

Riemannian manifold of dimension /. We fix an orientation of M, and let ds2

denote the Riemannian metric on M. Relative to local coordinates x1,..., x{,
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we have a representation of this metric

ds2 = 2 gi, dx* dx'.
id

Let (M,M,rj, Y) denote a connected covering of M, where -n: M^-M is the

covering map, and Y is the group of deck transformations of M (acting to the right).

Let p: Y -> GL(Ffl) be a representation of Y in the finite-dimensional, real vector

space VD. (M, M, r¡, Y) may be regarded as a principal fiber bundle over M, with

fiber T. With respect to p, we have the associated bundle (M, Ep, -np, Vp) with fiber

Vp and bundle projection -qp: Ep^ M. For short, we will denote this bundle by Ep.

Let m = dimension Vp and fix a basis of Vp; we then have identifications of Vp with

Rm and of GL(F„) with GL(m, R) (where R denotes the real numbers). Let p

denote the contragredient representation of p; thus for y e Y, p'(y) = tp(y)~1, the

inverse transpose of p(y).

Let J be an index set, and let 11 = {Ua}ae] be a covering of M by open coordinate

neighborhoods Ua, such that for each Ua we have a diffeomorphism

<t>a--UaxV0^v;\Ua),

where r¡p ° <I)o = Pri> the coordinate projection of Uax Vp onto the first factor. If

Ua meets Ub, we define

eab:UanUb^GL(Vp),

by

d'o"1 o <ï>b(x, vb) = (x, eab(x)vb),   xeUan Ub,   vb e Vp.

We have

eaa = identity,

(2.1) eabeba = identity   (on Ua n Ub),

eafAc = eac   (on Uan Ubn Uc).

Assume that for each aeJ, ha: Ua -> GL(w, R) is a C°° function, with values

in the set of positive-definite, symmetric matrices. Assume, moreover, that on

UanUb

(2.2) ha = lebahbeba-

We can use the ha to define a positive-definite inner product, h, on the fibers of

Ep. Thus for/? = Oa(x, va), p' = <Y>a(x, v'a), with x e Ua, and va, v'a e Rm, we set h(p, p')

=tvaha(x)v'a. (2.2) then implies that h is well defined.

Let s/q(Ep) denote the set of C°, Fp-valued ç-forms on M. Thus if <p e jtf"(Ep),

then on Ua, <p is given by a column vector

*-ftt
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whose components are C°° scalar valued (7-forms on £/„. On VanUb we then have

(2.3) <pa = eabcpb.

We define

d:^"(Ep)->s/q + 1(E0)

by applying the ordinary exterior differentiation operator (which we also denote by

d) componentwise. Since Ep is a locally constant vector bundle, equation (2.3)

implies d is well defined.

Next, we define

%:s¿«(Ep)^^->(Ep).

First, let * denote the Hodge star operator defined on scalar forms by the Rieman-

nian metric ds2. Then, for q> e s/"(Ep), set

*<Pa  = ha(*(pa),

where * is here defined componentwise. A direct computation, using (2.1), (2.2),

and (2.3), shows that * is well defined. Now define 8:s/',(Ep)-+s/''-1(El>), by

S = ( -1)"* - ld$. Finally, we define A : s/9(Ep) -+ ¿¿q(Ep), by A = do + Sd.

Let dX denote the volume element on M, with respect to ds2 (recall that we have a

fixed orientation on M). If <j>, i/j e .s/"(Ep), we can define a scalar /-form *<p a *«/< on

M, as follows : on Ua, we let '«p a *«/« equal (<pa A $</ia, where the latter is the matrix

product of the row vector '<pa and the column vector *</<0. A routine computation

then shows that *<p A *■/« is well defined. We then define the C°° function !(% </«) on

M, by

â(<p, </>) dX = V A *«/-.

Whenever 3(<p, </«) is integrable (with respect to dX), we define the inner product,

(<P, </-), of <p and <fi, by

(2.4) (<p, 0) = f  2(<p, >!>) dX.
Jm

The following is then a direct consequence of Stokes' theorem.

Proposition 2.5. Let 99 and </« be forms ins^Q(E0), such that support <p n support </«

is compact; then (dcp, «A) = («p, 8«/r) and (A<p, </<) = (<p, Atf>) = (d<p, difi) + (8<p, 81/1).

We conclude this section with a discussion of IF-ellipticity and some of its con-

sequences. Toward this end we first give some definitions and collect some elemen-

tary facts. Thus let js/qc(Ep) denote the space of those forms in s/q(Ep) with compact

support. We define a positive-definite, symmetric bilinear form, a( , ), on ¿tfQc(Ep)

by

adp, <P) - (9, <P) + (fh, <#) + (h, ty),   <p,ve ̂ qc(EP).
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Let &q=<eq(Ep) and ■Wq=1Vq(Ep) denote the completions of s¿l(Ep) with respect

to the norms ||<p|| =(93, <p)112 andN(y)=a(<p, <p)1/2, respectively. We define i: Hrq^^q

as follows: If <peWq, let <pv be a Cauchy sequence (with respect to N( )) in

¿é%(Ep), representing 9. Then clearly <pv is also Cauchy with respect to | |. Hence

9V has a limit i(<p) in J?", and it is obvious that i(<p) is independent of the Cauchy

sequence 9V.

Proposition 2.6. / is one-one.

Proof. Assume that 9 e W* and that 1(9) = 0. Then, by definition of i, we have a

sequence ç>„ in s/qc(ED), representing 9, and such that

Lim N(<pv — <pß) = Lim ||<pv|| = 0.
V.ÍÍ-.00 y-*co

But then, for all 9 e sé%(Ep), we have Limy-,« (9V, "A) = 0; so in particular,

Lim (íípv, 0') = Lim (<pv, 81/r') = 0,
y—* 00 V-* °°

(2.7) Lim (8<pv, </-") = Lim (<pv, dtp") = 0,
V-» CO v-* CO

f^? + 1(£s),    ye^-KEp).

Since <pv is Cauchy with respect to the norm AX ), both d<pv and 8<pv are Cauchy with

respect to the norm || ||. Let d<p and 89 denote the limits in ¿¿"> + 1 and Ü?9-1,

respectively, of the sequences d<pv and 8ç>v, respectively. Then (2.7) implies dtp and

895 are zero. Hence, Limy-,« ||i/<pv||=Limv-,co ||8ç>v|| =Limv^œ ||ç>v|| =0, and there-

fore <p = 0.    Q.E.D.

Remark. Using 1, ifq may be identified with the subspace of all <p e S£q, such

that there exists a sequence <pv in sáqc(Ep), so that the sequences <pv, dcpv, and Sç>„

are Cauchy with respect to ||    ||, and so that

Lim |[ 9 — 9JV|| = 0.
V-* 00

Let d<p and 89 denote the limits (with respect to ||    ||) of the sequences dcpv and 89v,

respectively. Then Proposition 2.6 implies that dtp and 89 are independent of the

sequence <pv. Thus d and 8 have extensions to iVq, in the sense of Friedrichs.

We define the Dirichlet inner product, d( , ) on W, by

d(9, 9) = (d9, dtp) + (89, 89),   9, 9 6 irq.

We note that d(<p, <p)112 defines a seminorm on Wq. Recall that we have fixed a

Riemannian metric ds2 on M.

Definition 2.8. Let ft be a positive-definite inner product on the fibers of Ep;

we then say that Ep is IF'-elliptic relative to h, if there exists a constant c>0, so

that for all 9 e si%(EB),

(2.9) cd(9, 9) ä (9, 9).
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Remark. Viewing Wq as the subspace of all <p in J§?", admitting d<p and 8<p in

the sense of Friedrichs, we note that (2.9) still has meaning on W1; then if Ep is

W-elliptic relative to h, (2.9) still holds on #"". Thus, if E0 is »"-elliptic, d(q>, <p)112

is a complete norm on #"«, equivalent to N(<p).

From now on, we will assume h is fixed, and will speak of IF'-ellipticity without

referring to h explicitly.

Theorem 2.10. If Ep is W-elliptic, then for every a e £Pq, the equation

(2.11) Ax = «

has a unique weak solution x e W" ; that is, for any u e if" we have

(2.12) (dx, du) + (8x, Su) = (a, u).

Moreover, if a e s4q(Ep) O £C", then x e s/q(Ep) n if ", and (2.11) holds in the

classical sense.

Proof. Let F be the linear functional on W", defined by F(u) = (a, u), u e W.

Then from the Schwarz inequality and fF'-ellipticity, we have

\F(u)\ g cll2\\a\\d(u, u)112,   u e UT".

Thus F is continuous on Wq, with respect to the complete norm d(u, u)112 (see the

remark following Definition 2.8). Hence, by the Riesz representation theorem, there

exists a unique x e iVq, such that F(u) = d(u, x), u e iVq. But this proves the first

assertion, while the last assertion follows from the fact that A is elliptic, and from

the regularity theorem for such operators (see [7, pp. 268-269]).   Q.E.D.

3. General cohomological results (continued). Fix a point oe M and for p, q e M,

let d(p, q) denote the geodesic distance betweenp and q. For c>0, let

B(q, c) = {peM\ d(p, q) < c},        B(c) = B(o, c).

Given q, we can assume B(q, c) is relatively compact, provided c is sufficiently

small. Moreover, if ds2 is complete, then B(q, c) is always relatively compact (see

[6, p. 56, Theorem 10.3]).

A real-valued function / on Rc is said to be locally Lipschitz, if for p e Re we

can find an open neighborhood U of p, and a constant b>0, so that for px, p2 in

V, |/(Pi)-/(p2)|^*2i=i I pi -p\¡ \, where pv = (pl,.. .,pi) for v=l, 2. A real-valued

function/on M, is called locally Lipschitz, if for p e M, we can find an open neigh-

borhood V of p, and a diffeomorphism g: R{ -*- U, so that f° g is locally Lipschitz

on Re. It is easily seen that if/ is locally Lipschitz on M, and if g: Rl -> M is any

C° map, then/o g is locally Lipschitz on Rl.

Lemma 3.1. p(p) = d(p,o) is a locally Lipschitz(2) function. At points where the

(2) In this section the symbol p is used in two capacities: as a distance function and as a

representation. We trust that this double usage will not cause any confusion.
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appropriate derivatives exist, we have in local coordinates

(3.2) 2   g^plSx^Bpldx') ï t.
t.i-x

Proof. We prove the second assertion first. Thus, let q be a point in M, and U a

normal coordinate neighborhood of q, with normal coordinates (x1,..., xe) on U.

In particular, q has all coordinates zero. If p e U has coordinates (x1,..., xl), then

(3.3) d(p,q) = ((x')2+--.+(xt)2y<2.

If the first derivatives of p exist at q, we have at q

|dp\dx?\ = | Lim (P(q + (0,. .., y\ .. ., 0)) - P(q))ly'I
I y< —0 |

iLim\d(q + (0,...,y\...,0),q)\l\yi\ = 1,
î/'->0

where the last equality follows from (3.3). Since gw = 8¡y at q, (3.2) now follows.

Now assume c is small enough so that B(q, c) is contained in a coordinate neigh-

borhood U, with local coordinates x1,..., xc. Let F(AZ) denote the tangent bundle

to M, and let T(M)\B(q, c) denote the restriction of T(M) to B(q, c). Corresponding

to the local coordinates jc1, ..., x? on B(q, c), we have induced coordinates

(jc1, ..., Xe; z1,..., z*) on T(M)\B(q, c), and we set p=(x1,..., Xe), and

Z=(z1,..., ze). If c>0 is small enough, we can find a neighborhood O of B(q, c)

in T(M)\B(q, c), so that the map

<¡>:Ll-+B(q,c)xB(q,c)

defined by (Y>(p,Z) = (expp(Z), p), is a diffeomorphism. Here Expp denotes the

exponential map with respect to ds2, at p (see [8, p. 166]). Let |Z| denote the

length of the tangent vector Z, with respect to ds2. Passing to a smaller c, if neces-

sary, we may assume that the matrix (gtj) has bounded eigenvalues on B(q, c).

Thus, there exists e>0, so that for (p, Z) e T(M)\B(q, c),

I   ( \l/2

(3.4) |Z| áey>>)2J    ■

If p, p' e B(q, c) and if // = Expp (Z), then d(p',p) = \Z\. By (3.4), |Z| is a locally

Lipschitz function on T(M)\B(q, c), and hence using O, we see that d(p',p) is a

locally Lipschitz function on B(q, c) x B(q, c). Since

\P(P)-P(P')\ = d(p',p),

p(p) is a locally Lipschitz function on B(q, c). Since qe M was chosen arbitrarily,

P is a locally Lipschitz function on M.   Q.E.D.

Let F be an /-dimensional real vector space, let F be an m-dimensional real

vector space, and let /\ V denote the exterior algebra of V. We assume that F

and V are equipped with positive-definite inner products. We then have induced
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inner products on /\ V and on F (g) /\ V. In each case we denote the induced inner

product by < , >, and the corresponding norm by | |. For ue/\V, let

e(u) : /\ V -> /\ F denote the corresponding left multiplication operator. We also

let e(u) denote the operator on F 0 /\ V, obtained by tensoring the identity

operator on F with e(u) on f\ V.

Lemma 3.5. Ifiu e V, v e F® /\ V, then \e(u)v\ ̂  \u\ \v\.

Proof. Let i(u): F® /\V^> F® /\V denote the adjoint of e(u) with respect to

< , >. One then has

(3.6) e(u)i(u) + i(u)e(u) = (u, u} Id,

where Id denotes the identity on F ® f\ V. Thus

|£(w)u|2 = (e(Ú)v, e(u)v)

^ (e(u)v, e(u)v) + (i(u)V, i(u)v}

= ((i(u)e(u) + e(u)i(u))v, t»> = (u, u}(v, t)>,

where the last equality follows from (3.6). The lemma now follows by taking

square roots.    Q.E.D.

Corollary. 7.«?/ u be a scalar l-form on M, and v a q-fiorm with values in Ep.

We define uAv pointwise by uAv = e(u)v. At every point p of M, we let \u\ denote

the length ofuatp with respect to ds2. We then have at every point in M

¿í{u AD,«M))á |w|2^(t>, v).

The following lemma follows from the fact that Stokes' theorem holds for locally

Lipschitz differential forms. In particular, we remark that a locally Lipschitz form

a is differentiable almost everywhere, so da is defined almost everywhere.

Lemma 3.7. Let a be a locally Lipschitz q-fiorm on M, with values in Ep; then for

every <p e s/Q(Ep) such that support <p n support a is compact, we have

(3.8) (dq>, da) + (8<p, 8a) = (Ay, a).

Let p(t) be a C" function on R such that 0^p(t)^l and

P(t) =1,   ral,
(3.9)

= 0,    t ^ 2.

Let *« = sup \dp¡dt\, and let

cj(x) = p((p(x) + R-2r)l(R-r)),   xeM,   0 < r < R.

Then (3.9) implies

0 ^ w(x) ^ 1,

(3.10) a>(x) = 1,    xeBjF),

= 0,   xeM-B(R).
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Also, a direct computation shows

(3.11) \do>ldp\ Ú ™\(R-r).

For 9 e s£q(Ep), (3.10) implies that at every point in M, we have

(3.12) .2(0,9,0,9)^(9,9).

From (3.2) and (3.11), we have \dw\2^/m2l(R — r)2, wherever dw is defined. From

this and from the Corollary to Lemma 3.5, we have that wherever dco is defined

(3.13) l(dw a 9, dw a 9) è 2(<p, <p)tm2\(R-r)2.

Set a=oj2(p; so we have almost everywhere

da = uj2 dcp+ 2w dot A 9,

Sec = cu2 89 + (— 1)Q*   1(2cu dco A $9).

For c>0, let (9, 9W) = Jb(c> j(<?>> <p) dX, and set ||9lUc) = ((9>> <p)mo)112- We then

have

Proposition 3.15. There exists a constant a>0,so that ifO<r<R and if B(R) is

relatively compact, then for o > 0 and 9 e ¿éq(Ep),

(3.16)      (\drp\BW)2 + (\^\B^2 S <r(||A9||B(B))2 + ((l/a) + a/(Z?-r)2)(||9«B(B))2.

Proof. If we consider (d<p, da) and (89, 8a) and apply (3.14) and Lemma 3.7,

we get

(\\o> dcp\\Bim)2 + (\\oj 8(p\\BŒ))2 ̂ KA9, o,29)B(B)| + \(d<p, 2a> do> a 9)b(B)|

(3.17)
+ K89,*   12cu dco A *9)b(B)|-

Noting that for a >0, (A9, oj2<p)BlR) = (o A9, (l¡o)oj2<p)BiR), and applying the Schwarz

inequality to each right-hand term in (3.17), we obtain

(lhdp||«»)a + (ll« MUmf ^ a(||A9||B(B))2 + (l/a)(|h29|U(B,)2
(3.18)

+ 4(|| dm A 9l|z¡(R))2 + 4(||íf«' A *91| b(B))2.

Applying (3.10) and (3.13) to the last three terms on the right of (3.18), we obtain

(HwdplW-Kh 39|¡B(S))2 ik a(||A9||B(B))2 + ((l/a) + 8^2/(Z?-r)2)(||9||fl(B))2.

But, since a, = 1 on B(r) and since 0 ^ a, g 1, we obtain (3.16), with a = %¿m¡2.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.19. If ds2 is complete, then for all a > 0 and 9 e séq(Ep), we have

||rf9||2+||89||2^a||A9||2 + (l/a)|¡9||2.

Proof. Since ds2 is complete, B(R) is relatively compact for all R > 0. Thus, in

(3.16), we can take Z? = 2r and consider the limit of both sides as r approaches

infinity. The proposition now follows.   Q.E.D.
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Proposition 3.20. Assume ds2 is complete. IfcpeJfn sáq(Ep) and if A<p=0, then

<7«p = §9=0.

Proof. lust apply Proposition 3.19 and let a approach infinity.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.21. lfixeiVqr\ stf\Ep), then dx e£Cq + 1, and Sxe^f"-1

Proof. There is a sequence xv in s/q(Ep), such that Lim^o, \\xv — x||=0, and

such that the sequences dxv and Sxv are Cauchy with respect to | j]. But then for

ie^q + 1(Ep)

Lim (dxv, ifi) = Lim (xv, 8«/«)
V-» OO V-* CO

= (dx, i/f),

where we are here utilizing Proposition 2.5. On the other hand, let x' be the limit

in ¿¿"> + 1 of the Cauchy sequence dxv. Thus, for i/iej/q + 1(Ep)

(x', ijj) = Lim (c7x„, i/<)
y-* oo

= Lim (xv, 8i/i) = (dx, i/0.
V-» CO

Hence x' = dx, so dxeSCq + 1. Similarly SxeSf"-1.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.22. Assume ds2 is complete and Ep is W-elliptic. Ifcpe£P>r\ srfq(Ep)

and ifid<p = 0, then there exists if> e a"1'1 O s/q~1(Ep), such that d<]> = <p.

Proof. By ^"-ellipticity and Theorem 2.10 there exists xeiV1 n s/"(Ep), such

that Ax = <p. By assumption, 0 = d<p=Adx, while from Proposition 3.21, we have

dx e yq + 1. Hence, Proposition 3.20 implies that S dx = 0. Thus <p = Ax = d8x = dijj,

where ifi=8x is in £eq~1 n sáq~\EP).   Q.E.D.

4. Cohomology on locally symmetric spaces. Our purpose in this section is to

prove a vanishing theorem for "square integrable" cohomology (Theorem 4.17).

We employ Theorem 3.22 and the methods in [9] (we refer to this paper for details

omitted in this section). In fact, Theorem 4.17 is a reformulation of Theorem 7.1 in

[9, Part I].

From now on, G will denote an admissible analytic group and F will denote a

lattice in G. Recall that we have fixed a Cartan decomposition © = £ + $. We will

let r = dim $ and we will let Latin indices i, j, k run from 1 to r, Greek indices

a, ß, y run from r+l to n, and Greek indices A, p, v run from 1 to n. Let63* denote

the dual space of®. The right-invariant one-forms «/ on G, determine correspond-

ing element in ©*, which we again denote by c<A Similarly, the right-invariant

vector fields XK determine a basis of @, which is dual to the wk (considered as

elements of®*), and which we again denote by XK. We assume the XK are chosen

so that the X¡ are a basis for $, and the Xa are a basis for S. Moreover, if B( , )
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denotes the Killing form on ©, we assume the XA are normalized so that

B(Xa, Xp) = — oaß,

(4.1) B(Xi,X,) = Si„

B(Xt, Xa) = 0.

We now define the positive-definite inner product, ( , )ad, on ©, by

(<*Ai ^«)ad =  °Àti-

In this section, we assume that F contains no nontrivial elements of finite order;

then the natural projection r¡: M'—> M/Y is a covering map, and M=M/Y is a C°°

manifold. (4.1) and the invariance of the Killing form, imply that 2i W)2 and

( , )ad are ZC-invariant. Hence, in particular, 2¡ W)2 induces a G-invariant, and

hence complete, Riemannian metric on M. Hence 2¡ (Cü')2 induces a complete

Riemannian metric on M, and we take this metric to be the ds2 of §§2 and 3.

Let p: G -> GL(VP) be a representation of G in the w-dimensional, real vector

space Vp; then p induces a representation of F, which we again denote by p. We

then have a locally constant vector bundle (M, Ep, r¡p, Vp) associated to the

principal bundle (M, M, -n,Y) by means of p. We let Sp denote the sheaf of germs

of locally constant sections in Ep. Let s4(Ep) be the direct sum of the s/q(Ep);

then let Hq(Ep) denote the c7th cohomology group of the complex (s#(Ep), d). By

the de Rham Theorem Hq(Ep) is isomorphic to Hq(M, Sp), the ^th cohomology

group of M, with coefficients in S„.

To use the machinery of harmonic analysis, introduced in §§2 and 3, we need

only introduce a metric h on the fibers of Ep. Toward this end, we first introduce

the notion of an admissible, positive-definite inner product, ( , )p, on V„. Thus,

we say ( , )p is admissible, in case the operators p(X¡) and p(Xa) are symmetric

and skew-symmetric, respectively, with respect to ( , )p. For each p, we fix an

admissible, positive-definite inner product ( , )p (see [9, Part I, Lemma 3.1], for

the proof that such inner products exist). One notes that ( , )ad, which we defined

previously, is admissible, and for p = ad we take this inner product to be our

( , )„. It follows from Proposition 3.1, in [9, Part I], that (, )p induces a positive-

definite inner product on the fibers of E„, and we take h to be this induced inner

product.

Let Aq(F, G, p) denote the space of all Fp-valued ^-forms 9 on G, such that

(4.2) <p°Ry = p(y)~1   9, y er,

where Ry denotes the right translation on G, by y. Let A(Y, G, p) denote the direct

sum of the A"(Y, G, p); then componentwise exterior differentiation induces a

coboundary operator, d, on A(Y, G, p). Let ¿&(Y, M, p) denote the set of all

9 e A(Y, G, p), such that

(4.3) 9°Lk = 9,   keK,       i(Xa)9 = 0,

where Lk denotes the left translation on G, by k, and where i(Xa) denotes interior
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multiplication by the right-invariant vector field Xa; then d leaves ¿#(F, M, p)

invariant. We let d denote the restriction of d to s/(F, M, p), and we let

s#q(F, M, p) = sf(F, M, p) n A"(F, G, P). From [9, pp. 368-369], we have that the

complexes (s#(F, M, p), d) and (s/(Ep), d) are isomorphic.

Given <p e Aq(F, G, p), we define the F^-valued form <p0 on G, by <p0(g)

= p(g)<p(g), g eG. Then, under the map <p -> <p0, Aq(F, G, p) corresponds to the

space Aqo(F, G, p), of all C°°, Ffl-valued forms, <p on G, such that

(4.4) <p o Ry = tp,   yeF;

and s/q(F, M, p) corresponds to the subspace, ssfl(F, M, p), of all <p in Aq(F, G, p),

such that

(4.5) <P°Lk = P(k)<p,   keK;       i(Xa)<p = 0.

Under the correspondence <p -*- <p0, d and d correspond to operators d° on

A0(F, G, p) and d° on ^0(F, M, p), respectively. Here ^0(r, G, p) and j/0(F, M, p)

denote the direct sums of the Aq0(F, G, p) and the ¿/o(r, M, p), respectively. We

have remarked that the complexes (s/(F, M, p), d) and (sé(Ep), d) are isomorphic,

and hence (stf(Ep), d) is isomorphic to the complex (¿^0(F, M, p), d°). Our next

goal will be to describe the operators d°, 8°, and A0 on s/0(F, M, p), corresponding

to the operators, d, 8, and A, respectively, on sé(Ep). We shall also describe d°

(see (4.20), below).

First, we can identify Aq0(F, G, p) with the space of all C™ functions, <p, on G,

with values in Vp <g> /\q ©*, such that

(4.4') 'KgY) = 9ig),   g^G,   yeF.

We fix a basis Yx,-.., Ym of Vp, which is orthonormal with respect to ( , )„.

Then <p e AqQ(F, G, p) has a representation q>=fZl...>iqYs® «Aa • • • Ac«/«, where

thef£1...Aq are C°° functions on G (alternating in Al5..., A,), such that

/A, ■ • ■ x,(gy) = ñx ■ ■ ■ *,(<?)> ge g, y e r.

With regard to the above expression for <p, recall that we are using the Einstein

summation convention.

We now define operators @'(X„), P(XA), S*(XA), e(u>*), and i(XK) on Aq0(F, G, P).

First, let i(XK): f\ ©* ^ /\ @* denote the adjoint of the left multiplication

operator e(XJ: /\ © -> /\ @. Then, for <p e Aq0(F, G, P),

&(X,)cp = (XJ^...,q)Ys ® w*x A • • • A «A

/>(**)? =/as1...a,W^)Fs) <g> «Ai A • • • A <o\

0*(A> - J AV-.a, Ts ® oA A ■ ■ • A 0*(A>/» A • •
1 = 1

W)<p = f^...„q W^A^A-A <A

TO? = /A... a, i. ® '(W1 A • • • A o»\),
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where in the first equation Xnfxv..\q denotes the Lie derivative of fZ,...\ by the

right-invariant vector field Xx, and in the third equation, Q*(Xx)w11 is defined by

<0*(^)o,H, Xv}=-(wu, [XK, Xv]}, with < , > here denoting the dual pairing

between © and ©*, and [ , ] the Lie product on ©.

¿#o(Y, M, p) can now be described as the space of all 9 in Al(Y, G, p), such that

for all a

(4.6) i(Xa)9 = Q(Xa)<p = 0,

where

0(*,) = p(X„) + G'(XÁ) + Q*(XÁ).

We can now describe the operators d°, 8°, and A0 on j/0(F, M, p). Namely,

(4.7) d° = D + dp,       8° = D* + 8P,

where we set

d, = 2 p(X,)e(w>),       8P = 2 P(X,)i(X,),
i i

d = 2 ®'(*>(<«o,    d* = -2 *\x,y*Xi).

Of course, we have A0 = d°8° + 8°d°. However, it turns out that A0 has the following

useful decomposition [10, Theorem I]:

(4.8) A° = A^ + A,,

where

(4.9) AD = DD* + D*D,       A, = dp8p + 8pdp.

In fact, (4.8) follows from a direct calculation, using (3.6) and (4.7). Another direct

computation using (3.6), gives us

(4.10) Ap = 2 M), p(X,)]e(wi)i(Xi) + 2 p(Xx)2.
i.i i

By (4.4'), 9 e ¿/l(Y, M, p) induces a function on G/Y : stfq(Ep) then corresponds

to the space ¿&lc(Y, M, p) of all 9 e s/%(Y, M, p), such that 9 induces a function

on GjY with compact support. The positive-definite inner product ( , ) (see (2.4)

for the definition), which is at least defined on S£q n s/"(Ep), induces a positive-

definite inner product (still denoted by ( , )), which is at least defined on the

subspace of ¿#l(F, M, p) corresponding to S¿q n sá\Ep).

In order to give an explicit description of this induced inner product, let

dv = w1A ■ ■ ■ a w", where the «/ are here considered as one-forms on G/Y; also,

let

9 =/iS1--M,Fs<g>a)ii  a •■■ A  w1,,

<l> = gH-'-i^s®^1 A ••• A  a»*.,
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be forms in jtfq0(F, M, p) (by virtue of (4.6), no a's appear in these expressions for

<P and i/i); then

(<P, </.) = eq\\       y   fil...t,glx...iqdv,
Jair ¡x...iq

provided the right-hand integral is defined. Here, e > 0 is a constant independent

of q, <p, and 0. Also, we note that ¿if" n séq(Ep) corresponds to the space of all cp

in stfq0(F,M, p), such that the integrals J*G/r (fi\...iq)2 dv are convergent for all

s, ix, . . ., iq.

For <p e Aqoc(F, M, p) and ■/> e ¿e\t \F, M, p), we have

(4.11) (d\, 4>) = (?, 8V),   (dp9, 0) - (<p, 8plp),   (D9,v) = (!P,Dd),

and hence, applying (4.9), we have for <p e s/%c(V, M, p)

(4.12) (cp, AV) ä 0,       (9, Ad9) ä 0,       (cp, Apcp) ä 0.

Proposition 4.13. If there exists a constant c>0, such that for all

cp e j/q0c(F, M, p),

we have

(4.13) (Apcp, cp) ̂  c(cp, cp),

then Ep is Wq-elliptic.

Proof. From (4.8), (A°<p, <p) = (Apcp, cp) + (AD<p, cp). However, (4.12) then implies

(A°«p, <p)^(Apcp, cp), and combining this inequality with (4.13), we obtain the desired

conclusion.   Q.E.D.

We now restrict ourselves to the case when q=l. In this case, (4.4') and (4.6)

imply that cp e Ao(F, M, p) may be regarded as a function on G/F, with values in

Horn ($, Vp). More explicitly, if cp=f¿Ys ® wk, then for/» e G/r, we identify cp(p)

with the element in Horn (iß, Vp) defined by

(4.14) cp(P)(Xi) =//(/») Ys

(where, using (4.4'), we identify the/s with functions on G/T).

We now define a positive-definite inner product 7( , ) on Horn (iß, Vp), by

setting 1(1, 0 = 2, tt(Xi), aXd)P, t, i e Horn (iß, Vp). Next, we define

77: Horn (iß, P,)-> Horn (iß, Vp)

by

(4.15) Htt)(Y) = 2p(X*mY) + 2p(lY,Xk])Z(Xk),   I e Horn (iß, Vp),    Y e%.
k k

Using the fact that ( , )p is admissible, one can show directly that H is symmetric

with respect to 7( , ). Also, a direct computation using (4.10) and (4.14), shows

that for cp e s/lc(F, M, P)

(4.16) (Apcp, 9) = e¡    I(Hcp(P), cp(p)) dv.
JGir
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Theorem 4.17. Let G be an admissible analytic group, YcG a lattice containing

no nontrivial elements of finite order, and p: G -> GL(VP) a representation of G in

the finite-dimensional, real vector space Vp. Assume that the transformation

H: Horn ($, Vp) -> Horn ($, Vp), is positive-definite with respect to I( , ). Then, if

9 £ ¿&o(Y, M, p) satisfies (9, 9) < 00 and d°q> = 0, there must then exist

9 e j/g(r, m, p)

such that d°tp = <p.

Proof. Proposition 4.13, our assumption that H is positive-definite with respect

to Z( , ), and (4.16) imply that E„ is ^-elliptic. The assumption that (9, 9)<oo

implies that 9 corresponds to an element in i?1 n s/x(Ep), under our identification

of ¿rfl(T, M, p) with ¿tf\Ep). Thus the existence of 9 follows from Theorem 3.22

and W^-ellipticity.   Q.E.D.

In fact, it is shown in [11], that most often H is indeed positive-definite with

respect to I. In particular, we have from [11] that H is positive-definite for p = ad.

Thus we have

Corollary. Let G and Y be as in Theorem 4.17; then if 9 e s¿l(Y, M, ad)

satisfies (9, 9)<oo and d°q> = 0, there must exist 9 e <s/§(r, M, ad) such that d°tp = (p.

We now give a brief discussion of the operator d°. First, we note that ^"(r, G, p)

may be identified with the space of all C°° functions 9 on G, with values in

Vp <g> A" ®*> and such that

(4.18) 9Qfy) = Wy)-1®id)9(s),

where g e G, y e Y, and Id denotes the identity map on /\q (©*). Using this identi-

fication, we define the operators i(XA), @'(XA), and Q*(XÄ) on A"(Y, G, p), just as

we defined them on Aq0(Y,G,P). We let Q(Xh) = &(XJ + @*(Xh). Regarding

9 e Aq(Y, G, p) again as a F^-valued (¡r-form on G, and regarding XK as a right-

invariant vector field on G, we note that ®(Xh) is simply the componentwise Lie

derivative of 9, with respect to XA. We thus have the Cartan identity

(4.19) i(XA)â+âi(XA) = &(X,).

Now a direct computation shows that under the correspondence 9 -*■ 90, the

operator ®'(X¿) on Aq(Y, G, p) corresponds to p(XA) + &'(XÁ) on Aq0(Y, G, p).

From this we obtain

(4.20) d° - 2 f»(*AM«*)+ 2 ©UaM«*) + (1/2) 2 £("a)©*(*a),
à a \

where we recall that d° is the coboundary operator on A0(F, G, p), corresponding

to d on ^(r, G, p), under the map 9->9°. Also, we have from (4.19), that on

^0(r, G, p)

(4.21) i(XA)d° + d°i(X,) = Q(XA).
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We then have from (4.21)

Proposition 4.22. If cp e Al(F, G, p) satisfies i(Xa)cp=0 for all a, and if d°cp = 0,

then ®(Xa)cp = 0 for all a, and hence cp e J^l(F, M, p).

We conclude this section with some formulae for the case p = ad. Thus, if

if/ e Ao(F, G, ad), then i/« has an expression t¡i = hÁXK, where the hK are C00 functions

on G such that h\gy) = h(g), for g e G and yeF. We note that if> may be regarded

as a vector field on G.lfcpe Al(F, G, ad), then cp has an expression cp=f*XK ® to",

where the/BA are again T-invariant, C° functions on G, and we may regard Y.xfíXÁ

as a vector field on G. We then have

(4.23) ¿V = [*a, <A] ® «\

where [ , ] here denotes the Poisson bracket of vector fields. Also, we have that

d°cp=0, if and only if we have

V^.^J "vJii      A-uJv   =JvCup>JpCvti    JßCvp,

where we define the c^u by [Xx, Xu] = c%uXp.

Remark. By (4.4) we may regard the elements of ^0(F, G, p), as differential

forms on GjF. In particular, we may regard the hx and /a\ defined above, as

functions on G/r, and we may then interpret (4.23) and (4.24) as holding on G/r.

5. Proof of the Main Theorem. Let Zx denote a central subgroup of G, and let

G' = G\ZX. Let/»: G^>G' denote the natural projection, and let F'=p(F). It then

follows from Borel's density theorem (see [4]) that F' is a lattice in G'. Moreover,

a deformation (7, 0, y) of F induces a deformation (7, 0, y') of F', with p ° xt

= Xt°P- In fact, this is a consequence of Borel's density theorem and the arguments

in [14, §16]. We note that (/, 0, x) is trivial if and only if (7, 0, y') is, and it follows

that we can assume without loss of generality, that G has finite center, and hence that

K is compact.

We let .K act on G x 7 by

(5.1) k(g, t) = (kg, t),   keK,   geG,    tel.

Since this action of K obviously commutes with the action of F defined by (1.6),

we have an induced action of K on S3, which we will refer to as left translation.

Now assume Y is a C° vector field on S3 such that (1.8) and (1.10) hold. We

first note that (1.10) is independent of which basis of right-invariant vector fields

XÁ we choose. Thus we assume the Xx are normalized so that (4.1) holds (where

we here use the identification of © with right-invariant vector fields). For keK,

we let Lk denote the left translation by k on S3. We also let Lk denote the induced

maps on forms and vector fields on 33. We then have

Lemma 5.2. Let Y be a C° vector field on 33 satisfying (1.8) and (1.10); also, let
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Y=¡K Lk- Ydk. We define C°° functions ft on S3 by [Xx, Y]=ftXu and we let ft

denote the restriction of ft to G¡Yt. We then have

(5.3) f      |/i«|2 dvt < oo,
Jairt

for all X, p., and for all tel.

Proof. For g e G, we let (Ad g)£ denote the matrix coefficients of Ad g, relative

to the basis XK. We then have

ft = f (Ad k - ̂ (Ad kyaLk ■ (/;) dk,
Jk

and (5.3) now follows from a direct calculation, using (1.10) and the compactness

of K.   Q.E.D.

Using Lemma 5.2, we see that the assumptions of the Main Theorem in §1

imply that there exists a C°° vector field Y on 93, such that Lk- Y= Y for all k e K,

and such that (1.8) and (1.10) hold. From now on Y will denote such a vector field.

We let 9' e Al(Y, G, ad) be defined by

<pi=nAxA®w\

From the Jacobi identity, we have

[XV[X„, Y]] + [Y[X„ XU]] + [XU[Y, Xv]] = 0,

and this implies directly, that the/f satisfy (4.24). Hence d°<pt=0.

On the other hand [Xa, Y] = 0 for all a, since Y is invariant under left translations

by elements of K. Thus the fah are zero ; that is, 1(^)9' = 0 for all a. Hence, by

Proposition 4.22, <pt e s#l(Y, M, ad). However, since <pt is a cocycle, we have from

(1.10) and from the Corollary to Theorem 4.17, that there exists 9' e A%(Y, M, ad)

such that <Z°9Í=9Í- From this, and (4.23) we have

(5.4) [X„tl>i]=ñuXlí,

where we can either regard 9' as a vector field on GjYt, or as a vector field on G.

For the moment, rather than considering the fibering -m : 33 -> I, we consider

only the curve of homomorphisms xt- Thus for y e F and sel, let y's(y) denote the

tangent vector to the curve xlv) at r=s. We set ys = xs(y) and let fs(ys) = x's(y)y^\

the right translate of x's(y) by ys_1; then/s(ys) e ©, and a direct computation shows

(5.5) f,(y, y's) = fly,) + Ad (y,)f,(y't),   y, y' e Y.

Thus fs : Ys ->- © is an Eilenberg-MacLane one-cocycle with respect to adjoint

action. We will now use (5.4) to show

Lemma 5.6. Under the hypotheses of the Main Theorem in §1, we have that for
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sel there exists bse®, such that

(5.7) Z(ys) = Adys(/3s)-/3s,   ysers;

that is, fi is a coboundary.

Proof. We can assume without loss of generality, that i = 0; then rs = r, and

ys=y. We let 7T0: G-* G/r denote the natural projection, and for e>0, we let Is

denote the open interval of radius e about 0. Let A' be an open, relatively compact

subset of G/r; we can then find e'>0 so that IECI, and so that we have a C°

diffeomorphism A, which maps Á x Ie,, onto an open subset of 33, so that the

diagram

A' x I

(5.8)

is commutative, and so that

(5.9) A(a, 0) = a,   ae A'.

Now i/«0 induces a vector field on A', and hence a vector field (still denoted by

i/0) on A'xf. We let 00 = A*(<ji°), so $° is a vector field on A(A'xIE). Let

U=tt-1(A(A' x I,,)), and let Y denote the lift of 0° to U (so ?r¿¥ = $0). Since (5.8)

is commutative, we have that <f>° and Y are vertical in the sense that

(5.10) m^° = 0,   (pr2yF = 0.

We let F' be the lift of Y to G x 7, and then define the vector field Y" on U by

Y"= Y'-Y. We then have from (1.8) and (5.10), that

(5.11) (pr2)*y" = (pr2)*r = 3/ar.

Hence on U we have Y"=Z+B/dt, where (pr2)jfZ=0.

From (5.9) and the definition of Y, we have that Y restricted to ir0~1(A')xO is

equal to </°. But then (5.4) implies

(5.12) [XA, F"] = 0,    onnö^A^xO.

Since Z is vertical, we can define a vector field Z' on tt0'1(A') by Z'(x)—Z(x, 0) for

x e ttö1(A'). Then (5.12) implies that Z' is left invariant; that is, we have

(5.13) Z'(gx) = gZ'(x),   geG,   x,gxe ^(A').

Let e denote the identity element of G, and set e0=tT0(e). Now assume that A' was

chosen so as to contain e0; then y e ttô1(A') for all yeF. In order to prove the

lemma, it will suffice to show

(5.14) fo(y) = Ady(Z'(e))-Z'(e),   yeF,

for we can then set b0=Z'(e).
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To prove (5.14), we first choose an open, relatively compact subset A of A',

such that e0 e A^A<=A'. The vector field Y-ifi° is defined on A(A'xIc.), and we

will now consider the integral curves of this vector field. Thus, if we choose a

sufficiently small positive number e, we can assume that 0<e<e', and that we

have aC° map

k: Axf^r A(A' xlc.),

so that

(5.15) k's(x) = (Y-<P°)(ks(x)),   xeA,   s e Ie,

where we set ks(x)=k(x, s) and let k's(x) denote the tangent to the curve Kt(x) at

t = s. We let R: ■nö1(Ä) x Ie -*■ 33 be the composition of k and of t70 x Id, where Id

denotes the identity on Is.

By the covering homotopy theorem, there exists a map

K:trö1(A)xIe^GxI,

such that K(x, 0) = (x, 0) for x e ■ncj1(A), and such that

(5.16) tt(K(x, t)) = k(tt0(x), t),   x e 770- \A),   t e Is.

We observe that

(5.17) pra(Ai(jr)) = t,   xe no \A),   t e f,

where Kt(x) = K(x, t). In fact, (5.17) follows from (5.11) and from

(5.18) K¡(x) = Y"(Ks(x)),   x 6 770-m   sef,

where K's(x) is the tangent to the curve Kt(x) at t = s. On the other hand, (5.18)

follows from (5.15).

From (5.17) we have ir(Kt(e)y) = Tr(Kt(e)), where we use the right action of Y on

GxZdefined in (1.6). Then applying (5.16) to Tr(Kt(e)) and to Tt(Kt(y)) and using the

above equation, we get Tt(Kt(e)y) = 7r(Kt(y)). But since K0(e)y = K0(y) = y, we have

by the unique lifting theorem

(5.19) Kt(y) = Kt(e)y,    yeY,    tel,.

Using (5.17), we define the one-parameter family of maps Kf: ttô1(A) —> G by

Kt(x) = (K?(x), t). From (5.19) we then have

(5.20) Kf(y) = Kf(e)Xt(y),   y^Y,   tef.

From (5.18) we have that Z'(x) is the tangent vector to Kf(x) at t = 0. Hence,

differentiating both sides of (5.20) at f=0, we get Z'(y)=Z'(e)y+x'0(y)- But (5.14),

and hence the lemma, follows from this last equation by applying (5.13) to Z'(y),

and right-translating both sides of the equation by y~l.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.21. Given sel, we can find y1, ...,■/ e Y, and real numbers alf.. .,a¿,so
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that the linear transformation 2f=i flt(Id — Ad y's) is nonsingular (here Id denotes the

identity on @).

Proof. Given real numbers ax,- - -, a¡, we define a polynomial function on

GL(@) x ••• x GUß) (t times) by

P(TX,..., Te) = det ( ¿ fl'(Id ~ T¿) >    Tx,...,T,e GL(@).

Now G/Fs has finite invariant volume, so by Borel's density theorem (see [4]), the

Zariski closure of Ad Ts contains Ad G. Hence, if P=0 on Ad Ts x • • ■ x Ad Fs

(I times), P=0 on Ad G x • • • x Ad G (/ times). Hence, the lemma will follow from

There are elements g1,..., g{ in G and real numbers

ax,..., at, such that 2í=i at(Id —Ad g') is nonsingular.

However, to prove (5.22) it suffices to assume G is simple. In that case the

commuting algebra of Ad G is either R or C. If dim G is even, then it follows that

cf (Ad G), the enveloping algebra of Ad G, must contain an element with no real

eigenvalues. Hence there exist real numbers ah and elements g' in G, such that

2 at Ad gi is nonsingular, and has no real eigenvalues. But then 2 «((Id - Ad gl) is

nonsingular.

If G is simple and dim G is odd (say dim G=2k+ 1), then the commuting algebra

of Ad G is R, and <f(Ad G) is the full endomorphism algebra of ©. We fix a basis

of ©, and we let

T2 =

'Tx

S

Ti = I \      k — 1 times
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We then choose real numbers bu ..., bQ, clt ■. ■, c„ and g1,..., gq, h1,..., hr, in

G, so that

2 Ä, Ad gf = Tx,      2 ci Ad hi - J2-
1-1 > = 1

If 2 èi^O (resp. if J,c,^0), then 26((Id-Adg*) (resp. 2 c/M - Ad A>)) is
nonsingular. Hence we may suppose J,bi = J.c,=0. But then 2 ¿'¡(Id — Ad g1)

+ 2 c,(Id - Ad V) = 2 h Ad gi + 2 c, Ad W = TX + T2, is nonsingular, so (5.22) (and

hence the lemma) follows.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.23. The bt (t e I) in (5.7) are C°° functions in t.

Proof. Fix sel, and then choose y' and a{ (i= 1,...,/) as in Lemma 5.21. Then

2f= i fl¡(Id - Ad yi) is nonsingular for t in a sufficiently small interval /' containing

s. But from (5.7), we have for t e I

2««/*M) = Íai(Adyí-Id)o(,
i=l i = l

so that for t e I', we have

bt = (2a,(Adyi-Id))   'l0'/^)-

But on Z', the right-hand side of the above equation is a C°° function of t. Hence

bt is a C™ function of t, on F. Since s was chosen arbitrarily, bt is a C™ function of

t, on Z.    Q.E.D.

The lemma in [8, p. 69] implies that there exists a C1 curve ct in G (te I) such that

(5.24) de'1 = -b„   sel,

where c¿ is the tangent to ct at t = s, and cacf1 is the right translate of c's by cs_1;

moreover, we can choose this curve ct so that c0 = e. An inspection of the proof of

the Lemma in [8] mentioned above, shows that ct is in fact a C00 curve. A direct

computation, using (5.7) and (5.24), shows that the tangent vector to the curve

Ct lxt(y)ct, y s T, is zero for all t e I. Therefore

Xt(y) = ctycr\   yeY,    tel;

that is, (I, 0, x) is a trivial deformation. The proof of the Main Theorem is now

complete.
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